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Alarm Clock
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact104.47.1007

Title: Alarm Clock

Date: 1950

Material: metal; paper; glass; paint

Dimensions: 25.0 x 17.5 cm

Description: An old-fashioned metal alarm clock with a manual bell (4.0x8.0cm wide)
on top. The face is off-white in colour and made from paper. The numbers
on the face are in Roman numerals with gold-coloured ornate crosses in
between each number. There is a round, intricate, gold-coloured design
(7.0cm radius) in the centre of the face. There are two black clock hands,
hour and minute, and two smaller mini faces (both measuring 2.0cm
wide) above and below the centre of the face. The top mini face is an
alarm, with numbers 1-12. The bottom mini face displays the seconds, in
degrees of 10 with numbers. On top of the bell there is a gold-coloured
ring, possibly used for carrying. There are two gold-coloured splayed legs
to support the clock when upright. There is a golden banded detail around
the circumference of the face and the body. On the back of the clock,
there are two wind-up mechanisms, the viewer-left key is marked with
“W.A.” and has an arrow pointing in a clockwise direction, the viewer-right
key is marked with “W.T.” and has an arrow pointing in a
counterclockwise direction. Situated between these wind-up mechanisms
are two buttons that are arranged vertically. The top button controls the
alarm and moves the hands in a clockwise direction. The bottom button is
missing. Above the top button there is an “A”, and below the bottom
button there is an “H”. There is also a slide-adjustment knob marked with
an “F” on viewer-left and “S” on viewer-right (possibly used as a faster-
slower feature for the alarm bell). There is also a button missing from
underneath this slide-adjustment knob. Scratched into the top of the back
of the clock is “Nick Morant Banff”. Written upside-down at the top viewer-
right is “55.”
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Ballpoint Pen
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact105.06.1040%20a-b

Title: Ballpoint Pen

Date: 1950 – 2006

Material: wood; metal; fibre; enamel; paper

Dimensions: 19.7 x 9.0 x 9.0 cm

Description: (a) One black and silver ballpoint pen measuring 15.5 cm in length.
Located 4 cm from the top of the pen there is a hole, possibly used to
attach the pen with a chain. (b) The holder consists of a varnished wood
base, measuring 9.0 cm (height) x 9.0 (width) x 9.0 (length). The top of the
object contains a gold cylindrical holder mounted on a swivel ball that
holds the pen. On the top of the holder, located in the middle, there is also
a shield-shaped Canadian Pacific logo with a silver beaver on top
holding a pen. The red shield contains the words “Canadian Pacific” in
white lettered script with a white border around its circumference.
Underneath the words “Canadian Pacific” there is a small white globe
with the words “SPANS THE WORLD” written in silver. The front of the
object is on a slant and contains a gold plaque with “NICK MORANT”
engraved. The plaque measures 2.0 cm (height) x 7.7 (length). The
bottom of the object has not been varnished. The holder has four green
circular pads located in the four corners of the object and offer it greater
traction. The pads measure 1 cm (diameter) each. There is also a
“MADE IN U.S.A” sticker located in the top viewer-right corner. Located
in the top middle (between the two felt pads) there is a screw that
attaches the gold cylindrical holder that is mounted on the opposite side.
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Credit: Gift of Nicholas Morant, Banff, 2006
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
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Baseball Cap Hat
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.04.1086

Title: Baseball Cap Hat

Date: n.d.

Dimensions: 13.0 x 19.0 x 23.0 w/visor cm

Description: A maroon and grey corduroy cap with a sun visor . The cap is divided into
six pie-shaped segments meeting at the crown centre with a maroon,
plastic, round button. The front crown’s two segments are grey and the
rest of the cap is maroon. There is a CPR logo label on the front with a
black shield, machine-embroidered, with gold on the borders and “CPR”
in the centre; a gold spike behind “1885”, viewer’s left, “1985” viewer’s
right. Viewer’s left in black “STAND FAST”, red CPR logo viewer’s right,
underneath in maroon and becoming larger with every letter “ON
SAFETY”, underneath in black “REVELSTOKE DIVISION”. The inside
crown has foam backing and cotton strips sewn on the segments. There
are four metal bordered holes for air flow. A white label inside reads
“PROMO-WEAR TEULON, MANITOBA, CANADA, their logo,” 85%
COTTON/COTON 15% POLYESTER MADE IN/FABRIQUE AU
CANADA.

Subject: industrial
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Nick Morant

Credit: Gift of Nicholas Morant, Banff, 2006
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Baseball Cap Hat
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.04.1062

Title: Baseball Cap Hat

Date: n.d.

Material: fibre; plastic; foam

Dimensions: 12.5 x 27.0 cm

Description: One red and white, polyester and net, cap with a sun visor. There is an
orange/red label sewn on the front with white thread; it has a black
stylized mountain edged in white and the CP logo “CP RAIL ROGERS
PASS PROJECT”. The cap is red in the front and white netting in the
back: six segments, two red (polyester with foam backing) in front and
four white (netting) in the back. There is a red plastic button sewn on top.

Subject: households

outdoor

work project souvenir

CP Rail

Nick Morant

Credit: Gift of Nicholas Morant, Banff, 2006

Catalogue Number: 103.04.1062
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https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.05.1186%20

Title: Beaded Jacket
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Date: 1999

Material: skin, deer; glass; fibre;

Dimensions: 50.0; with arms 167.5 x 88.5 cm

Description: An untanned, buckskin jacket with floral beadwork design on the back
across the shoulders in flowers with colours red, blue, black, yellow and
leaves of green. The area below the beadwork is pinked and fringed.
There is mirror image, identical beadwork on each side of the front of the
jacket. There is a zippered front closure and a pinked and beaded
portion on each side of the zipper. The beadwork is alternating blue,
yellow and red flowers with blue and yellow leaves and stems and then
below flowers with colours of red, blue, black, yellow and leaves in green.
There are four flowers on each side. On the flat front pockets the borders
are pinked and the beadwork is a flower with red petals rimmed with
black and a yellow centre. The leaves and stem are green.
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Beaded Moccasins
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.03.1125%20a%2cb

Title: Beaded Moccasins

Date: n.d.

Material: skin, animal; fibre; glass

Dimensions: 6.0 x 12.5 x 28.0 cm

Description: A pair of well-worn, low-top slipper-style beaded buckskin moccasins
(28.0x12.5cm wide), two-piece construction with sewn-on cuffs, foot,
vamp with leather edging around foot opening, beadwork: five lines of
green beads interspersed with gold, orange zigzag, in the middle blue
zigzag with black closest to the toe, two more lines of blue zigzag with
red, black and light green, simple light blue beading (three beads) sewn
around the flap. Left moccasin (a) has a soft, lighter cuff, right moccasin
(b) has a darker, heavier cuff that matches the moccasin.

Subject: clothing

footwear

Indigenous

Willie and Nick Morant

regalia

Credit: Gift of Nicholas Morant, Banff, 2006
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Beaded Moccasins
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.03.1126%20a%2cb

Title: Beaded Moccasins

Date: n.d.

Material: skin, animal; fibre; glass

Dimensions: 24.0 x 11.0 cm

Description: A well-worn, fabric-lined, slipper-style beaded moccasins (24x11.0cm
wide), two-piece construction, foot and vamp, fur border sewn around foot
opening. Beadwork: vamp is a piece of yellow felt with a black bead
border. There is a plant motif, stem starting at the toe, blue beads for the
stem and leaves, red, white, yellow with opalescent beads in the middle;
above the plant motif, the word “ALASKA” in black beads.

Subject: clothing

footwear

Indigenous

Willie and Nick Morant

regalia

Credit: Gift of Nicholas Morant, Banff, 2006
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Beaded Moccasins
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.03.1127%20a%2cb

Title: Beaded Moccasins

Date: n.d.

Material: skin, animal; fibre; glass

Description: Unworn, slipper-style moccasins (25.0x10.5cm wide) two-piece
construction, beaded vamp and sewn-on flap around foot opening. Two
lines of brown and orange cording around the beadwork, surrounded by a
line of black beads, then lines of blue, green, red and orange beads, and
in the centre a flower motif of orange and green petals, black centre,
against a white background with green, blue red, yellow and orange
underneath.

Subject: footwear

Indigenous

Nick Morant; regalia

Credit: Gift of Nicholas Morant, Banff, 2006

Catalogue Number: 103.03.1127 a,b
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Boater Hat
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.04.1056

Title: Boater Hat

Date: n.d.

Material: straw; skin; fibre

Dimensions: 8.0 cm

Description: A straw boater, flat top, grosgrain ribbon (6.0cm high) around the base of
the crown. There is a dark brown, soft leather, sweatband sewn onto the
inside of the crown rim and at the back, where it is pieced together, a
fabric ribbon tied in a bow, and to the left of that, an embossed “MADE IN
CANADA” and logo. There is a plastic-covered circle of paper that fits
into the crown; it has, stamped in black ink, “MADE IN CANADA” and
logo. Above the tied bow there is a red and gold small circular sticker
with the number “7” printed on it.

Subject: households

clothing

sports

water

boating

Nick Morant

Credit: Gift of Nicholas Morant, Banff, 2006
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Bow Tie
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.07.1093%20

Title: Bow Tie

Date: n.d.

Material: fibre; metal; paper

Dimensions: 4.3 x 13.0 cm

Description: A brand new black grosgrain clip-on bow tie, still clipped to its original
paper display card (5.8x16.0cm). Each side of the metal clip has the
word “ARROW” engraved on it. Printed on the off-white card in red
“ARROW”, underneath in much smaller letters in red “MADE IN
CANADA” in the middle of an arrow and underneath that in the largest
letters “ARACLIP”. There is also a white sticker (2.0x2.0cm) with blue
printing “Morgans” in script; stamped “Dept 28C”, underneath that
“4k00646”.

Subject: households

clothing

evening wear

men’s

Nick Morant

Credit: Gift of Nicholas Morant, Banff, 2006

Catalogue Number: 103.07.1093
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